
 

 
 

OVERVIEW AND FLETCHER’S PARTICIPATION  

Fletcher was a participating sponsor at the Society of Insurance Research (SIR) annual conference 

in Las Vegas October 16-19. Despite the many distractions of Las Vegas, the sessions were well 

attended, and networking discussions were lively. With session topics ranging from the current state 

of the industry to the future of the customer experience, there was something for all insurance 

segments. The SIR event had separate tracks for each of the insurance lines, Health, Life, P&C, and 

Commercial.  

As the first in-person SIR event since 2019, the 2022 session served as the 50th annual SIR event. 

The event’s strong attendance was bolstered by the many happy reunions for attendees, to the point 

that many referred to the event as a “family gathering”, and it certainly felt that way.   

KEY TOPICS AND OBSERVATIONS 

The very nature of insurance is such that there are common issues across all lines, and at the same 

times great differences between lines. The event opened with a three-member panel who discussed 

the current state of insurance in P&C, Health, and Life.  The constant in all three was the degree of 

change in the market.  

• Within the P&C space, focus is transitioning as the industry perceptions adapt to new uncertainty 

of risk. A push to look at customers based on their lifetime value, rather than the initial purchase 

value is moving some carriers to a longer-term perspective with the customer as a multi-year 

engagement. At the same time, the industry is facing a degree of staff turnover that will impact 

the skill sets needed to assess new and complex risks. 

• Within the health space, it was noted that at least 55 new insurance companies entered into the 

market in the past year. Most of these were in the insuretech space, but at the same time, 

insuretech is becoming more embedded in health insurance overall. One key point made in the 

opening session was that with a 50% growth rate in products offered, the need for CI to 

understand those products is significant. As many of the products include digital experiences, 

there is likely to be a further need to change how to market, and again a greater need for CI to 

track the digital experience. 

• In the life market, digital is the big trend as carriers continue to leverage big data and analytics to 

overcome slower growth by making it easier to purchase coverage. An estimated 60% of non-

covered individuals would get coverage if it were easier to purchase, which includes making 

exams for coverage less difficult. Tech-focused life insurance spend is grouped through 
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companies such as Haven Life, Ethos, and other insuretech companies, who hope to ease the 

process of getting coverage. However, overall life insurance penetration is dropping and there 

are fewer policies in force while millennials have fewer policies in force now (2022) than they had 

in 2020. 

Other notable sessions were one on commercial insurance and one on digital experiences 

• In the commercial session, the presenter from Trans Union noted that in June and July of 2020 

there was a significant jump in Employer Identification Numbers (EIN) with the IRS. In the past 

year, up to 2.5 million new businesses started based on EIN applications. While this growth is a 

welcome sign, according to a Trans Union survey of small businesses, over 50% of small 

businesses (approximately 17 million) do not have business insurance. Further, many of the 

smaller companies that do have insurance fail to update their coverages when they have a 

change in the product or service they offer.  

• In the digital experience session, the presenter explained that we are now reaching the point 

where digital moves to the customer experience. In a survey by Duck Creek Technology, 55% of 

respondents rated the insurance buying experience as very poor to medium. When customers 

did go on-line to select a carrier, 70% preferred to go directly to the carrier’s website. Once 

engaged as customers, a third did not get any communication from the carrier in over a year. 

This is indicative of a high level of customer indifference to their carriers, which points to a shift in 

approach that requires carriers to be more flexible, scalable, and personalized.  

INSIGHTS 

SIR’s annual conference is a unique opportunity for insurance research professionals to share 

insights on the insurance market as a whole and its specific industry components. While the event 

itself is small in attendance, the impact on the industry is great. Attendees share best practices, 

explore how the industry is changing, and how to adapt research tools to the evolving markets.  

While insurance has a reputation as a staid and slow industry, SIR demonstrates the real activity 

happening below the surface and how the changes in carrier operations impact customers in all 

lines. 

To talk with Fletcher and learn how we can support your insurance industry CI/MI requirements for 

both the near and far terms, please feel free to contact us. Our European and US offices will be 

happy to work with you to develop a CI/MI solution  
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